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Historical dates from the future

Write down the 10 years you remember next to the correct events:





















Yet another year All bad things are now legal A rock star hits rock bottom Monkeys become rich selling bananas A monkey eats a banana This isn’t so bad Everything is worse than you think The world has become exactly like Star Trek A cybernetically enhanced Donald Trump single-handedly repel an alien
invasion The new Iphone now comes with an integrated washer and dryer Nobody cares about the Iphone Schools start giving out pills to every single student An actual rock becomes a rock star 3 billion dies when Star Wars and Star Trek fans start a real war against
one another A cybernetically enhanced Donald Trump wins yet another landslide
election A monkey slips on a banana peel We skip directly over this particular year A monkey eats a banana peel All bad things are now illegal Education no longer needed thanks to new knowledge pills being sold at
the pharmacy -

Foreign languages

Write the 10 foreign words you remember next to its correct translation:











Pejorative Microwave Compilation Sobriety Toaster Publish Panther
Apple Citizen Spring -












Voter
Example Insult House Alcool Punish Boring Autumn Lion Platitude -
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Geography
Write down the 10 states you remember along with the numbers
corresponding to their locations:
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Alien Anatomy
Write down the 10 parts you remember along with the numbers
corresponding to their locations:
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Identification
Write down of the 10 rock names you remember next to the
corresponding 10 pictures.
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Bonus questions
Bonus 2% for the profound proverb:

Bonus 2% for the very deep question:

Bonus 3% for the password:

Bonus 4% for the sequence of letters:

Bonus 6% for the equation:

Bonus 6% for the magnificent poem:

